DRIVER SECURITY
TRAINING
DELIVERS!

CASE STUDY

Whilst delivering a programmed repeat
package of Driver Safety Training in North
Africa for a long term client. The companies in
country security manager identified a raised
threat of street crime, carjacking and some
cases of vehicles being followed had increased
against Oil/Gas Industry personnel.
In particular, they were aware of direct threats
against expat personnel and local personnel
who worked for expat organisations with a risk
of company and private vehicles being followed
or targeted.

In response to the change of threat they were looking for a training solution that:
• Did not cause undue worry for staff.
• Did not cause an overt change in behaviour
• Did not require a change of security status for the company or its personnel
• Did raise awareness of Low level / opportunist street crime Car jacking
• Did raise drivers awareness of Vehicle surveillance and counter surveillance.
Provide simple techniques that would reduce risk.
• Did meet the security teams aims
• Was sanctioned by the corporate security in London and the USA.
By the end of that working day, HR4 provide an outline program for the Driver Security
Awareness Training. The training program was sanctioned by the Corporate Security Team
and in country Security Manager, with the training being given the go ahead.
The existing training program was replaced by the upgraded Security Awareness training
which was delivered in French for the local personnel and English for the expats.
content, format or language.

In the end, all those trained felt that they had a
better understanding of how to protect themselves
against low level street crime, carjacking and how to
identify vehicle surveillance plus the local and
corporate security had met their duty of care.
Whilst HR4 has fully developed training programs
we always adjust our delivery to meet the
requirements of the client, their area of operation
and their personnel. We are adept at developing
fully tailored training solutions to meet an individual
clients requirements for
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